Medical prognosis--some fundamentals.
The concept of prognosis as a prediction concerning the probable outcome of an attack of disease shows some severe contextual drawbacks in the everyday clinical sense. It is often used to describe possible outcomes of the disease in general, or the progression of a disease course, not the expected course in a particular case. To render more discriminating uses of the term prognosis, in order to provide the prognosticating physician with a valid tool, comparable to the theoretical basis of diagnostic and therapeutic actions. Analysis and discussion of etymology, definition and practical usage. Prognosis is not to be considered soothsaying, but forecasting on qualified grounds. Prognostic statements are announcements containing prognostic information. Prognostic factors are pieces of information associated with a specific outcome of disease, which can be utilized in the formulation of the prognosis. Prognostic estimates involve subjective probability and can be formulated by using frequencies along with (clinical) experience. A prognosis is a prediction of a particular future stage of disease, considering a single case--the prognosis is neither part of the patient, nor part of the disease.